
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Winton Jockey Club Date: Sunday 14th October 2018 
Weather: Overcast/Fine 
Track: Heavy 10 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman),  J McLaughlin and V Munro 
Veterinarian: A Wezenbeek 

Typist: B Gutsell 

 

GENERAL:  
Rider K Williams was injured at Timaru on Friday and replaced on her mounts as per schedule below. 
Pre-race blood testing was carried out today.  
 
Trainer J Dalton sought a Ruling from the JCA under Rule 534(2b & 2c) in regards to scratching her runners in Race 7 (BEAM 
ME UP SCOTTY & DAD’S BROTHER) & Race 8 (MAC MURDOCH) due to the inconsistencies in track conditions and in 
particular the extremely heavy nature of the track in the home straight. After hearing submissions from Miss Dalton and 
the Stewards the JCA ruled the horses to be late scratched. 
 
Race 7 - D Bothamley (BY MAGIC) weighed out .5kg over his declared riding weight and due to this trainer J Phillips  
replaced Mr Bothamley as  the rider, with Miss C Barnes. 
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: DRUMSTORM, SENTIENT, TAPONISME, IRISH EXCUSE, NOMEN LUDI, GOLD’NGURU, KAURI COVE, RED MAJOR. 
 
Suspensions:                        Race     3       C Barnes (MUTANGA TAP) 
                                                                       [Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding 300 metres. Suspended 15th October up to and  
                                                                        including 22nd October ( 6 Riding days.)                     
Protests:                                Nil 
 
Fines: Race  3 B Murray (BOYSLIGHTUP) 

[Rule 340  ] Misconduct - Fined $200. 
 
Warnings: 
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Race        
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K Kwo (SWEET OAK) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding 900 metres. 
A Bohorun (KATE THE GREAT) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding 1000 metres. 
C Campbell (GOLD’NGURU)  
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding 150 metres. 
 

Follow Up: Race 
 

1 
1 

MISSING HAZARD 
SUPERTRAMP 
 

Horse Actions: Race  1  TAPILROC - To trial. 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race  3 
4 
5 
5 

KNUTQUAKER - T Moseley replaced K Williams(Injured) 
SECRET POWER - J Morris replaced K Williams 
NOMEN LUDI - J Lowry replaced K Williams 
FRANCONI - G Jogoo replaced D Bothamley (Communication error) 



 

 

7 
8 

BY MAGIC - C Barnes replaced D Bothamley (Overweight) 
MADAM DE SOIR - C Campbell replaced K Williams 
 

Late Scratchings: Race 
Race 
Race 
Race                    

1 
7 
7 
8        

MAKS LEGEND - Veterinary advice at 9.00am. 
BEAM ME UP SCOTTY - JCA Ruling at 3.46pm. 
DAD’S BROTHER - JCA Ruling at 3.46pm. 
MAC MURDOCH - JCA Ruling at 3.46pm. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 COUNTRY JEWEL MAIDEN 1200 (1200m) 

DRUMSTORM (J Lowry) - Required farrier attention prior to the start.  
 
THE PUBLICAN (K Selvan) - Slow to begin. 
 
NIGELLA JAZZ (A Bohorun) - Raced keenly in the early stages. 
 
TAPILROC (T Jonker) - Commenced to lay outwards passing the 800 metres and made the bend awkwardly, locking on one 
rein and placing the rider at a disadvantage thereafter. Connections were advised the mare must trial to the Stewards 
satisfaction prior to racing next. 
 
MISSING HAZARD ((G Jogoo) - Raced wide throughout. Hampered in consequence at the 500 metres. Connections 
requested a post-race veterinary examination which revealed the mare to have an elevated heart rate and be showing 
signs of slight dehydration. Stewards will follow up with trainer S McKay in the coming days. 
 
SUPERTRAMP (L Callaway) - Hampered at the 500 metres due to TAPILROC shifting outwards. When questioned regarding 
the performance of favoured runner, rider L Callaway advised the mare had felt indifferent in its action throughout. A post-
race veterinary examination revealed mare to have a very slow recovery. Stewards will follow up with trainer A Schwarz in 
the coming days. 
 
GEMSTONE JEWELS (K Mudhoo) - Inclined to lay outwards in the final straight and had to be straightened. 
 

Race 2 THE BIOFEED COMPANY / CLOVERTONE MAIDEN 1200 (1200m) 

SENTIENT (J Lowry) - Slow to begin. Lay in briefly near the 450 metres. 
 
REMARKABLE KATE (K Selvan) - Shifted in abruptly at the start crowding an inside runner. Improved wide from the 700 
metres. When questioned regarding the performance rider K Selvan advised the mare had traveled well during the running, 
however had failed to let down in the heavy conditions when asked for an effort and was disappointing. 
 
SWEET OAK (K Kwo) - Shifted out at the start making firm contact with an outside runner. Hampered near the 450 metres 
when buffeted and unbalanced when laying outwards, making contact with TAP TAP resulting in that runner being buffeted 
and unbalanced in turn. 
 
MACPAC (A Bohorun) - Crowded at the start losing ground and tailed off despite the riders efforts. 
 
REDFORD (T Moseley)  - Hampered briefly shortly after the start when runners either side shifted ground. Lay inwards early 
in the final straight and had to be straightened, with the rider having to swap the whip to his left hand near the 100 metres. 
 
HAYWOOD (D Bothamley) - Raced keenly for a distance passing the 1000 metres. Crowded and placed in restricted room 
near the 900 metres when SWEET OAK shifted in. 
 
K Kwo was issued with a warning under the Careless Riding Rule for allowing his mount SWEET OAK to shift inwards passing 
the 900 metres crowding HAYWOOD. 
 
TAP TAP (L Callaway) - Buffeted and unbalanced between runners near the 450 metres when SWEET OAK layout and 
SENTIENT lay in briefly. 
 

Race 3 NIGHTCAPS CONTRACTING HANDICAP R65 1200 (1200m) 

KNUTQUACKER (T Moseley) - Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination when being kicked around at the start area 



 

 

and was cleared to start. 
 
TAPONISME (L Callaway) - Began awkwardly. Raced wide throughout. 
 
BOYSLIGHTUP (B Murray) - Slow to begin. Checked and had to be restrained passing the 300 metres when MUTANGA TAP 
shifted in.  
 
C Barnes (MUTANGA TAP) admitted a breach of the Careless Riding Rule when allowing her mount to shift outwards near 
the 300 metres when not clear to do so. After viewing replays and hearing submissions on penalty the JCA imposed a 
suspension of Miss Barnes’ licence to ride from the 15th October up to and including the 22nd October (6 Riding days) 
 
REGENT STREET (K Kwo) - Over-raced in the early stages. Crowded for room and had to steady passing the 1000 metres 
when KATE THE GREAT shifted in at this point.  
 
TAPILIZE (T Jonker) - Slow through the early stages despite the efforts of its rider. Made contact with the running rail near 
the 800 metres. Held up entering the home straight when awkwardly placed on the heels of EASTERN WARRIOR. 
 
KATE THE GREAT (A Bohorun) -  Raced keenly in the lead and shifted in passing the 1000 metres crowding REGENT STREET.  
 
A Bohorun (KATE THE GREAT) was issued with a warning under the Careless Riding Rule when allowing his mount to shift 
inwards passing the 1000 metres when not clear to do so, crowding REGENT STREET which had to steady. 
 
MUTANGA TAP (C Barnes) - Shifted out passing the 300 metres hampering BOYSLIGHTUP which had to steady. 
 
EASTERN WARRIOR (G Saejorhor) - Inclined to lay out rounding the bend by the 300 metres. 
 
Rider B Murray  admitted a breach of Rule 340 in that he misconducted himself in the Weigh In area by using offensive 
language. After hearing all evidence the JCA imposed a fine of $200. 
 

Race 4 TRAVELLERS REST CENTRAL SOUTHLAND CUP OPEN 1200 (1200m) 

SECRET POWER (J Morris) - Began awkwardly and got back. Raced ungenerously for some distance passing the 700 metres, 
when making the bend awkwardly. 
 
TIMY TYLER (B Murray) - Slow through the early stages. 
 
COURTE ZARINDI (G Jogoo) - Rider G Jogoo reported that the mare had failed to handle the testing track conditions. 
 

Race 5 RYAL BUSH TRANSPORT HANDICAP R65 (2000m) 

SOUL SENSATION (K Selvan) - Began awkwardly. Raced keenly for a short distance passing the 1800 metres.  Raced wide 
from the 1200 metres.  
 
NOMEN LUDI (J Lowry) - Improved wide from the 1000 metres to sit outside the leader near the 700 metres. 
 
SKEEN (L Callaway) - Inclined to lay outwards rounding the bend near the 400 metres. Held up early in the run home then 
racing greenly between SIR ED and COLOUR ME RED. Bumped with COLOUR ME RED on two occasions in the home straight. 
 
FRANCONI (G Jogoo) - Became awkwardly placed between runners near the 150 metres having to shift ground outwards to 
obtain clear running. 
 
COLOUR ME RED (K Kwo) - Bumped with SKEEN on two occasions in the home straight. 
 

Race 6 AON INSURANCE BROKERS WINTON CUP OPEN 2000 (2000m) 

WILD JACK (A Bohorun) - Slow to begin. 
 
BANBURY LAD (K Mudhoo) - Raced wide through the early stages until being taken forward to assume the lead passing the 
1200 metres. 
 
SHAKTI (G Jogoo) - Over-raced through the middle stages due to the lack of tempo. 
 



 

 

WHAT’S UP ALF (B Murray) - Over-raced through the middle stages due to the lack of tempo. 
 
GOLD’NGURU (C Campbell) - Inclined to lay inwards early in the home straight before being straightened near 200 metres. 
 
C Campbell was issued with a warning under the Careless Riding Rule when allowing his mount to shift inwards in the home 
straight crowding SHANTAV near the 200 metres.. 
 
SHANTAV (C Barnes) - Placed in restricted room early in the home straight when GOLD’NGURU shifted in.  
 
HE AIN’T HEAVY (T Moseley) - When questioned regarding the performance rider T Moseley reported the gelding had  
traveled well during the running however had failed to respond when placed under pressure over the concluding stages.  
 
Race 7 ADVANCE AGRICULTURE MAIDEN 1600 (1600m) 

PEGGY STEWART (J Morris) - Slow to begin. 
 
RIVIERA ROCK (J Lowry) - Slow to begin. Placed in restricted room passing the 200 metres when MIDNITE KAOS shifted out 
under pressure. 
 
BY MAGIC (C Barnes) - Raced wide through the early stages. When questioned regarding the performance rider advised the 
gelding had traveled well during the running however when placed under pressure had failed to respond and was 
disappointing. 
 
MORENA ROC (Z Bholah) - Raced keenly for a short distance passing the 1000 metres. Inclined to lay outwards rounding 
the final bend and passing the 150 metres, had to shift ground outwards across heels to obtain clear running. 
 
MIDNITE KAOS (B Murray) - Raced wide from the 800  metres. 
 
SOUTHERN JAZZ (L Callaway) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home, only gaining clear racing room 
inside the final 150 metres. 
 
KAURI COVE (T Moseley) - When questioned regarding the seemingly improved performance trainer K Tyler advised the 
gelding had benefited from the extra distance of today’s race and a patient ride by a senior rider. 
 

Race 8 COMMERCIAL HOTEL / AB LIME HANDICAP R65 1600 (1600m) 

LIL MISS SWISS (K Kwo) - Slow to begin.  
 
SQUIZZY (J Morris) - Began awkwardly.   
 
FULLTOTHEBRIM (K Selvan) - Raced keenly in the early stages. 
 
MADAM DE SOIR (C Campbell) - Raced wide without cover throughout.  
 
FLICKA OF GOLD (Z Bholah) - Held up for clear racing room near the 400 metres. Lay in passing the 200 metres crowding 
THE BUMPER for a short distance. 
 
THE BUMPER (B Murray) - Held up rounding the final bend. Crowded for a short distance passing the 200 metres. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and 
amendment 


